
July 20, 2017 
 
Academy 
 
Jana (Before Academy Began) 
Now you have some understanding of the foundation of the law of creation.  And it goes out to 
every generation. Now learn its energetic fields.  the glory of God is written above the heavens 
and are declaring His works. all their writing is connected buy love. Love is the first priority and 
it's My last. the DNA the RNA will finish the task. the expanse declares all My works. The sound 
is with the stars and it's systems that are connected to the creation itself. creation itself will 
take its place. From the firm foundation, they will finish the race. 
 
The revealing of the sons with enlightened eyes to go into the library and remove the disguise. 
Shame is the cooperate that guards the gates 
 
DNA is in the library that is where you start. The quantum field is correct now the spiritual 
needs to connect.  Wisdom will lead you in and out. the dimensions and domains are measuring 
from the heart. Healing now and healing to come. This is all a written in the heavens above this 
was before the measurement of time. Connect the unconnected it's a divine connection that 
aligns. The builders are here with the equations to heal the Master workman will make all 
things new.  
 
Time  
NAR- New Apostolic Revolution 
It appears to look like an hourglass with eyes on it. A vortex type, seems to be moving, looks 
silvery. 
 
Time for redemption is here. The time to learn to connect with the stars. The time to learn to 
travel through the dimensions for in Christ you are in the dimensions. There is a rest in the 
dimensions. The enemy has strived to enter the dimensions. I AM your God and you can rest in 
the dimensions. For what I do is supreme and is the opposite of what the enemy has been 
doing. For the enemy has sought to place great rebellion, to create great striving to manipulate 
the dimensions. But my people are to learn to enter into rest. For when you know, that I am 
being controlled of the dimensions and time is within my hands and in my hands, you will be at 
rest. So therefore, do therefore do not be unblieving but believe for true faith. You shall enter 
into rest. For faith is the substance hoped for and it depends on what you do not see (seems to 
be doing apostolic – discern Malckisideck) I’m here to restore the apostolic order (NAR) for the 
enemy has entered into time to distort it. There is a great distortion in the apostolic order. I am 
here to restore the order in its rightful time. Already the foundations of the distorted order are 
shaken. The defilement is gradually being removed and there is an acceleration, for time is 
here. I am going to restore the watchers of times for my people are called to be watchmen and 
to watch in the right time. For that to happen the right foundations and the right order must be 
established. 
 



This is about the cocreators in understanding in who you are. The heavens declare His glory, but 
you too affect the heavens. Time is relevant to set time in a decision. This is also about the 
evangelisms that you’ve been asking. The creation law has the answers to what has happened. 
The lost are not found until it is disclosed. What is hidden is being revealed. The written record 
that is in the stars affect you. You and the earth will hear the charge. These books are open and 
all the creation groans, for the glory of God really hasn’t been declared until you add the 
creation law, a quantum physics understanding connects the lines all with unveiled faces 
releases the revelation. What you are doing is removing the veil nothing is really lost, but it is 
disclosed when you connect the lines of inheritance the rest of the story is told. The grid is 
always in effect by the intention of your focus. It can always be corrected, the sound lays on 
these lines, be it for good or evil, it will make the design. It’s a restored hope from the original 
record, even the elements hold the truth once it is accepted. 
 
(she feels everyone holds a piece, it needs to be received to release). 
 
 
Michael the Arc Angel 
 
I am the way, I am the chosen one, I am the way, follow me. My way leads down the path, up 
the path to the victorious One. My victory, my victory lays await. Come and receive from my 
glorious victory. I have done it all. I have done it all. I have done it all. Come with me. Walk with 
me. Walk side by side with me. I will travel with you. I will reveal things to you. I leadeth in kind 
ways down gentle paths. I leadeth in victory. I leadeth over all. Don’t ever forget that I leadeth 
over all. I AM the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end. I am the creator of all. My 
breath has blown into you. I have breathed my breath into you. My way leads down the shining 
path for victory. A way we go. What you are doing is well and right. You follow me well Paul. 
Come in, you’re welcome. 
 
 
Seven Spirits of The Lord 2:22 
 
Victoria is seeing a cloud matter 
Paul feels the stockia 
 
It’s foundational time, it’s foundational builders as it should have been. It’s the recreation, it is 
rebirth of life as it was intended in the beginning. My life forced in each of these elemental 
spirits in these elements, in this life that I have birthed. Your work here is foundational, you’re 
seeing the results of what you have done. By my spirit through your efforts all together, we co-
labor in restoration. This is what I have hoped of as we co-labor, this is what I have needed as 
agreement point s for my work. Thank you for working with me and so we will move on to 
more. For there is much more work to be done but I wanted you to know an to seek so that you 
will not be discouraged. 
 



Builders are always attached to discernment, the physical to the spiritual to meet creations 
need. All things available to those that ask, take off the limits heal your perceptions of lack, 
number lines and the elements to know healing from the builders will grow. 
 
 
Spirit of Truth 
 
All of heavens been waiting for this moment to arrive. You’re rewriting the truth from the 
original design. They projected their image that distorted your sight, so you reproduced in your 
own image and defiled the original design. All of heavens been waiting while the earths groans 
to realign the sound from the knowledge of God. Order upon order, line upon line. A little here, 
a little there, it has finally arrived. As it is in the book of John, when you see Him you’ll be like 
Him and so in the earth you are. Truth is a fear of the enemies design because it’s absolute 
from the creators own mind. You have been given all things, to rewrites corruptions and set the 
captives free. The door of hope is in this place, go through and align heaven with the earth in 
power and grace. As you do you will remove the fallen image reflected from the stars especially 
Rephraim and Moleks alter. Break the connections for a generational restart. 
 
 
Prayers: 
 
Lord I repent and renounce for those in my family line, all the way back to Adam and Eve who 
declared that they created someone in their image. I also break the lie and the agreement that 
says to that the sons of God  
 
 
This is the cross where is all your worth. The crucifixion before the earth.  Continue to walk with 
Me and talk with me.  I am the vine and you are the branches and who abides in me brings 
much fruit.  Desire the fruit of which there is no law.  You are no longer children toss to and fro 
even creation itself will be full of the knowledge of the glory of the Lord. Everything goes by the 
way of the cross.  I am the door.  Don’t fear the cross for the pain that you believe it will bring 
for I have already conquered death and defeated punishment.  Walk in resurrection and receive 
the fruits of it all.  Everything must go the way of the cross. 
 
So I am in the earth and so are you.  Remember and honor the blood in all you do for it is the 
blood that gets you through.  So rejoice and do not fear and run totally to me.  The cross the 
cross oh beautiful cross.   
 
The cross symbol of my love.  My blood shed out for you covers you, it cleanses you.  The sight 
of you covered with love brings me such delight.  The cross, the cross, the beautiful cross. 
 
At the cross at the cross…. 
 



Time is being realigned by the cross.  All time is realigned so I died before the foundations of 
the world.  The ungodly foundations have already been dismantled.  Now my people 
appropriate it for it was done before the foundations of the earth.  The stars are being 
realigned and all of creation is being realigned through the cross. 
 
Seven Spirits 
 
Builders always are attached to discernment, the physical to the spiritual to meet creations 
need. All things available to those who ask, take off the limits. Heal your perceptions of lack. 
Numbers, lines and the elements to know, healing from the builders will grow. 
 
--- 

Tongue of Angel - Victoria 

He who has an ear, hear. Hear what the Spirit of The Lord is saying. Messengers, many, many, 
many will be coming. Many new ones, our God is releasing. Fear not the new. Fear not the old. 
Fear not. Hear and obey. The new day brightly shines for those that are His. Woe to the 
rebellious ones. Woe, woe, woe. Their days are numbered. Behold the light, it is bright and 
grows brighter and brighter upon the bride. Prepare for exploits for those that know their God 
shall be strong and do exploits, might works. Joy, joy, joy. Joy, joy JOY. Joy, joy, joy. Much joy 
lays ahead for those that have patiently waited for this day. So rejoice and rest in Him, those of 
you that have been heavy laden and know that He will give you rest. Run to Him, run, run. run. 
 
--- 
Prayer - Paul 

I renounce and repent for those in my family line all the way back to Adam and Eve, who 
declared that they created someone in their own image. I also break the lie and the agreement 
that says that the sons of god can create in their own image. That all their descendants are 
made in their image. Lord I ask You to please remove the imprint of that image, that false 
image, that false sound off of my DNA and RNA and off of my Family Line. Lord I declare also 
that my image does not come from the stars, does not come from the zodiac, does not come 
from the hosts, does not come from Raphain; my image comes from All Mighty God. Lord will 
you please remove this off of me. Lord repair any version of all false equations, all false builders 
and imprints; Lord remove me from this system. I declare I am created in the image of God, 
male and female. I am created male/female. I break the lie of the false sons of god that there is 
no male or female. (We walked through the gate that says "The glory is always present") Lord 
will you reset our DNA back to original design. 
 


